Abstract-Microassembly is an innovative alternative to the microfabrication process of MOEMS which is quite complex. It usually implies the usage of microrobots controlled by an operator. The reliability of this approach has been already confirmed for the micro-optical technologies. However, the characterization of assemblies has shown that the operator is the main source of inaccuracies in the teleoperated microassembly, so there is a great interest in automating the microassembly process. One of the constraints of automation in microscale is the lack of high precision sensors capable to provide the full information about the object position. Thus, the usage of visualbased feedback represents a very promising approach allowing to automate the microassembly process. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the techniques of object position estimation based on the visual data, i.e. visual tracking techniques from the ViSP library. These algorithms allows to get the 3D object pose using a single view of the scene and the CAD model of the object. The performance of three main types of modelbased trackers is analyzed and quantified: edge-based, texturebased and hybrid tracker. The problems of visual tracking in microscale are discussed. The control of the micromanipulation station used in the framework of our project is performed using a new Simulink block set. Experimental results are shown and demonstrate the possibility to obtain the repeatability below 1 μm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The needs for highly integrated, complex and smart MOEMS keep increasing especially for instrumentation and biomedical tools application fields [1] - [4] . The main lock for these developments relies in microfabrication process that are quite complex. To tackle this lock, several innovative alternatives are emerging, among them the use of microrobots to achieve robotized microassembling of elementary blocks.
Several works already established the viability of this approach and notably show that the key feature relies in the capability of the system to achieve modular and highly accurate assembling, i.e. typically smaller than 5 μm (maximum acceptable error) [5] , [6] . Several concepts of microoptical benches to be assembled have also been proposed [7] - [9] . In [10] , it is also established that a positioning accuracy smaller than 1 μm can be achieved in teleoperated mode. The operator being the main source of inaccuracies [10] , there is a great interest in automating the micro-assembly process: increasing the yields throughput but also quantifying the main sources of inaccuracies which is of great interest for the design of MOEMS blocks and microrobots, the clean room fabrication and assembly strategies. example of assembled microoptical bench [10] .
The main objective of the described works is to achieve automated assemblies of MOEMS through visual servoing approach and than study and characterize its precision, repeatability, etc. To achieve this goal, a strategy based on high level closed-loop vision control will be implemented. The studied methods are model-based visual tracking algorithms from the ViSP library, which is able to directly provide the 3D object pose using a single view of the scene [11] .
The components to be assembled are displayed in Fig. 1 . The assembly consists in insertion of holder in the V-groove guiding rails of silicon baseplate using a micromanipulation station that will be described in Section II.
Previous works on the field of automatic microassembly demonstrate the possibility of model-based visual trackers application [12] . However, these strategies can not be employed directly in our case, because of several constraints. Firstly, all objects of the scene are made of silicon which causes the reflections. Secondly, the object contains the deformable parts. Finally, the ratio between length and thickness is very high. Thus, the goal of this paper is to implement CAD-based visual tracking techniques and to quantify its performances for further automation of microassembly. For this, first of all, we should discriminate the noises : related to the algorithm, to the environmental factors and to the robot structure. Than, we will quantify the tracker precision by using a 3D trajectory. To simplify the analysis of microassemblies, the software parts (micromanipulation control, visual tracking) will be developed in the form of Simulink blocks in C++ language.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows : Section II presents the used equipment, micromanipulation station in particular. In Section III, we present the software architecture allowing to interface different equipment such as translation and rotation stages, camera, etc. Sections IV to VI of this article describe the steps of trackers analysis and performances quantification. Finally, conclusions and prospects are discussed at the end.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the precise control of position and the alignment of optical path, we use the 3D microassembly station that comprises a serial robot of 4 degrees of freedom (XYZΘ) with a microgripper and a vision system (Fig. 2) . The whole system is mounted on an antivibration table. The characteristics of the robot and vision system are represented in Tables I and II respectively.
One of the most important parameters, that was considered during the choice of the vision system, is a depth of field, because it is indispensable to have a focused image in the whole area of object displacement. The depth of field of presented vision system is about 2 mm.
The position of the camera in relation to the robot is represented in Fig. 3 .
III. SIMULINK BLOCKS DEVELOPMENT
Simulink is a data flow graphical programming language tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing multidomain dynamic systems. Its primary interface is a graphical block diagramming tool and a customizable set of block libraries. It is widely used in automatic control, aerospace engineering, signal processing and computer engineering applications [13] . In many fields, MATLAB/Simulink has already become the number one simulation language. Furthermore, the creation of custom Simulink blocks is possible using a MATLAB Sfunction. Custom code may be written in M, in C or in Fortran languages.
The development of software in the form of Simulink blocks has several advantages. Firstly, it allows creating one block which exercises one function, thus, the system becomes modular. Secondly, the fact of working in a Simulink environment allows the usage of all already existing blocks, such as mathematical functions, scopes, advanced control laws, filters, etc. Thirdly, it became possible to use the dedicated functions such as "Robotic toolbox" developed by Peter Corke; it is a software package that allows a MATLAB user to readily create and manipulate data types fundamental to robotics such as homogeneous transformations, quaternions and trajectories [14] . Finally, as MATLAB/Simulink is widely used in a field of engineering, the developed blocks can be easily integrated in other projects. For all these reasons, we have chosen to develop the Simulink blocks for robot control and vision. 
A. C++ wrapper for S-function
The development of Simulink blocks using standard C++ language had become possible owing to the EasyLink interface. It was developed in the FEMTO-ST institute and it allows to use C++ compiler in order to create Simulink blocks. The fact of working with C++ language simplifies the usage of external libraries.
B. Blocks for Robot Control
In order to integrate the possibility of robot control in MATLAB/Simulink, a custom block set has been developed. It contains the blocks allowing the entire control of SmarAct and PI Mercury stages [15] [16]:
• two types of blocks for a stage : one block for position control and one block of speed control. There is a possibility to impose the displacement limits for every movement which allows to secure the station, in particular fragile components such as microgripper;
• one block for microgripper control. It allows to control the two fingers of microgripper either simultaneously or separately;
• one block which provides access to a joystick. It provides a possibility of teleoperation control of the station. The code of this block is based on SDL 2.0 (Simple DirectMedia Layer) library [17] . The block set contains also the blocks of 3D model-based tracking that will be described in the following section. All of the blocks of the library are represented in Fig. 5 .
C. Blocks for Tracking
In order to implement the tracking techniques, the C++ ViSP library was used. ViSP standing for Visual Servoing Platform is a modular cross platform library created by Inria Lagadic team that allows prototyping and developing applications using visual tracking and visual servoing techniques [11] .
The tracking techniques studied in this article use a 3D model of the tracked object to provide 3D information of the object position from a monocular image. They can be divided into three main classes described in [18] : a b c • Edge-based tracking. It relies on the high spatial gradients outlining the contour of the object or some geometrical features;
• Texture-based tracking, which uses texture information for object tracking;
• Hybrid tracking. It is appropriate to track textured objects with visible edges.
For every type of tracker one block was created, thus, three blocks.
IV. TRACKERS ANALYSIS IN A STILL FRAME
The first stage of pose estimation analysis consisted in tracking of the object in a still frame (Fig. 6 ). It should be noted that even with a still frame, neither the edge-based tracking nor the hybrid method are not perfectly stable. The tracking results obtained using the blocks displayed in previous section are represented in the form of standard deviation in Table III. 
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• The noise of X and Y translation coordinates does not exceed 120 nm which represents an error of less than 30% of the image pixel size. This noise level represents a maximal limit of tracker performance for our application. The predominant noise on the Z coordinate can be explained by the fact that the focal distance is considerably higher than the size of the sensor, and the pinhole projection model becomes close to a parallel one, thus, it is more difficult to estimate the depth coordinate. The problem of depth coordinate estimation with long focal distance has also been established for SEM environments where assumption of parallel beams is close to reality [19] [20] . 
V. TRACKERS ANALYSIS WITH A STATIC OBJECT
In this section, the object pose is recorded while the robot is not moving. This experiment allows to quantify the influence of the environmental factors such as luminosity and temperature change during the experiment, vibrations of axes of robot and of camera support, human presence in the room, etc.
The results (Table IV) were obtained from the video stream with the object fixed in the microgripper and the pose is recorded over 1000 images with 30 frames per second. The results confirm the observations made before concerning the imprecision of the measurements along the Z axis of camera frame. The standard deviation of measured coordinates X and Y has become bigger comparing to the results with a still frame. However, this level of noise is not suprising. The order of magnitude is similar to the results of noise characterization in millimeter sized micromanipulation systems presented in [21] : the vibration at the free end of the cantilever of 30 mm subject to the environmental noise on an anti-vibration table and with human activity reaches 123.7 nm. Thus, since the distance between the microgripper tip and the point of robot mount is about 20 cm in our system, it may explain that the noise level can reach 700 nm.
VI. TRAJECTORY TRACKING
Next step of tracking analysis consists in comparing the measurements between proprioceptive robot sensors and the visual sensor. In this section we will use the hybrid tracker to estimate the position of the object, which gave the best results during the previous experiments. The robot control is performed by applying a position set-point to the robotic axis and in order to simplify the analysis, the rotations are not taken into account. The comparison is performed by using the trajectory represented in Fig. 7 , where the curves are represented in the world frame.
Thereafter, we use the following notations :
• i -image number;
• R c -camera frame;
• R w -world frame;
• t c (i) = {x c y c z c } T -object translations in the camera frame obtained with the tracker;
• t w (i) -object translations in the world frame (proprioceptive robot sensors);
• c t w (i) = {x w y w z w } T -object translations in the world frame transformed to the camera frame;
In order to be able to compare the results, it is necessary to transform object coordinates in the world frame t w (i) to the camera frame c t w (i). This transformation can be represented by a matrix c M w which contains the information about frame rotations and translations:
The c M w matrix, which represents the extrinsic parameters of the camera, is not known. In order to estimate it, an optimization algorithm was used. The goal of optimization consists in minimization of the distance d between the coordinates obtained from the tracker t c and the sensor values of robot axis c t w . The optimization criteria is then defined as a sum of squared distance between two curves:
The previous analysis of obtained coordinates deviation between two curves allows to notice that Z c coordinate estimated by the tracker is not only affected by noise but contains no real information about the object position, which means that any filter would be useless. So, in order to minimize its influence, the coefficient of 0.001 was applied for the Z coordinate.
The used optimization algorithm is a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that is implemented in the Mathworks Optimization Toolbox [22] which can be used directly due to the fact that we are working on MATLAB/Simulink environment. It was programmed to take the best fit on 20 optimizations from random initial transforms. The results are represented in Fig. 8 and in Table V . shown that this kind of robot have typical positioning accuracy of a few μm and that the main sources of positioning errors are backlash, perpendicularity errors and yaw deviations [23] .
VII. CONCLUSION
The creation of Simulink blocks in a standard programming language C++ allows to simplify the work with the equipment : program becomes graphic and modular and all already existing tools of MATLAB/Simulink can be used.
The problems of visual tracking in a micro-scale were studied through this paper. The analysis of trackers in different situations allowed to estimate the instability of tracking algorithm, environmental factors influence, precision of robot axis. In our setup, the performance of the algorithm can attain 0.12 μm, the noise level due the environment is about 0.7 μm. Finally, the robot axis imperfections add about 2 μm of uncertainty. Thus, the sum gives a value of 2.82 μm that corresponds to the results in Table V . Obtained results prove that it is possible to have a precision better than 1 μm for X and Y coordinates using the visual tracking techniques presented in this paper. It meets the specifications declared for assembly accuracy and represents a great interest for multiDof position measurements at the microscale. These vision tracking methods of object position estimation can be directly applied to many kinds of applications such as in the MEMS field. For example, they could be used to measure the position of the micromirror presented in [24] where sensor integration is strongly limited by available space constraints.
The trackers performance may be improved by using a texture or a periodic structure on the object sides.
Through experimental results, we also identified a nonvalidity of data obtained from the tracker concerning the Z c axis of camera which is due to the fact that the focal distance is considerably higher than the size of a sensor. There are several approaches allowing to compensate this effect. First of all, it is possible to use robot sensors and reconstruct the Z c coordinate, however, the estimation will be limited by stages precision. Secondly, a second camera may be used. However, the stereoscopic vision setup must be calibrated and for threedimensional reconstruction to be possible, the location and orientation of the cameras at different capture instants must be accurately known [25] . Finally, the system may be completed by unidirectional sensors capable to estimate Z c coordinate such as laser sensors.
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